Abstract. Let R, T be commutative rings with identity, and /: R -* T a unital ring homomorphism. We give an elementary, unified proof of the fact that / has the going down property, if T is flat as an R -module or if the induced map F: Specir) -> Spec(Ä) is open.
Proof of (a) and (b). Assume R Q T does not satisfy going down. We will show that the flatness or openness hypothesis is in contradiction with this assumption. Applying [2, Exercise 37, p. 44], there exist primes P E Spec (Ä) and Q E Spec(r) such that Q is minimal over PT, and PT n(R\P)(T\Q)^0.
This produces an equation 2Z"=xpiti = rt for some/?, E P, t¡ E T, r E R \ P and t £ T \ Q. To prove (a), write 2"=,'^,/, = 0, withpn+x = -r and tn+x = t. Thus, there exists an integer í and elements rtj £ R and yj E T for 1 < / < s, such that . Since/;, G P for 1 < i < n and/>"+1 G R \ P, (*) gives r"+hJ E P for all /. Then (**), with i = n + \, gives t"+l G PT Q Q, contradicting t & Q.
To prove (b), let X = Spec(7"). As above, we have the equation 2"_\P¡t¡ = rt. By assumption, T^A",) is open in Spec(7?), and thus P G F(Xt), since Q E X, and P Q Q f) R. Hence, there is a 0, G X, such that Qxc\ R = P.
Thus, r G P, a contradiction.
